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Abstract
Redundancy is one of the primary techniques for the engineering of safety-critical systems. Back-up resources can
be called upon to mitigate the failure of primary systems. Traditionally, operator intervention can be required to
manually switch between a failed unit and redundant resources. However, programmable systems are increasingly
used to automatically detect failures and reconfigure underlying systems excluding faulty components. This creates
problems if operators do not notice that their underlying systems have been reconfigured. In this paper, we examine
a number of additional concerns that arise in the present generation of redundant, safety-critical applications. A
range of innovative ‘self-healing’ avionics applications are providing new benefits through the application of
redundancy. They are also raising serious questions about the operators’ ability to maintain situation awareness as
control passes from primary to secondary and tertiary applications. Two recent in-flight interruptions involving a
Boeing 777 and an Airbus A330 are used to illustrate the argument.
Introduction
Redundancy is one of the most widespread techniques for reducing the impact of failure in safety-critical systems.
Additional components can be deployed to provide secondary resources that maintain functionality following the
failure of primary systems. Over the years, many different variations have been developed:
•

Static redundancy assumes that several redundant systems are operating at the same time. Although any
one component may provide sufficient functionality for an application, majority voting is used to determine
the outcome of the duplicated operation or computation. The intention is that if one element fails then it
will be outvoted by the majority of other ‘healthy’ peers. A key strength of this approach is that there is no
need to continually detect the possibility of a failure – unless the number of failed components may exceed
the number of healthy peers.

•

Dynamic redundancy relies upon one master system – if it fails then control passes to a redundant
resource. In hot dynamic techniques, the secondary system is running in the background and may quickly
resume primary operation. In cold dynamic techniques, the backup application must be restarted and
brought up to the point at which the primary application failed. A key issue in all of these dynamic
techniques is that it must be possible to determine when a primary system has failed so that the back-up
resource can take over operations.

Although these distinctions will be familiar to many safety-critical engineers, it is worth reiterating them here
because they represent the starting point for a range of more advanced techniques that are being deployed in complex
applications. For example, commercial aircraft are equipped with inertial reference units to supply attitude, flight
path vector, track, heading, accelerations, angular rates, ground speed, vertical speed and aircraft position. These
have traditionally been separate from the air data computers that calculate barometric altitude, speed, Mach, angle of
attack and temperature. However, the close interconnection between these data sources has led to the integration of
inertial reference units and air data systems into single units known as air data inertial reference unit (ADIRU). The
critical nature of these components has led to the application of redundancy within aircraft such as the Airbus A330
which provides three ADIRUs within the air data and inertial reference system (ADIRS). Each part of each of the
three ADIRUs can operate separately in the case of the failure of the other part hence it is possible for the inertial
reference unit of ADIRU 1 to continue to operate even though a fault has been noted for the air data component of
that ADIRU (Ref. 1). Figure 1 shows how multi-level redundancy is also being used as a key architectural tool
within the Boeing 777 ADIRU. The unit is divided into seven fault containment modules or areas. Each of these is
physically and electrically isolated from the others. This feature enables operators to continue flying until the

number of fault-free modules falls below a minimum specified by the component manufacturer. This fault tolerance
supported lower operating costs, for instance, by reducing the potential disruption to aircraft operations from
unscheduled maintenance.
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Figure 1 —Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (ADIRU) Architecture (ATSB, Ref. 2, p.5)
Case Study One: A330 In-flight Interruption
This paper uses two recent in-flight ‘upsets’ to illustrate some of the increasingly complex failure modes that affect
the engineering of redundant avionics. Both focus on the ADIRU architectures mentioned above. The first case
study occurred in October 2008 when an Airbus A330-303 departed Singapore for Perth, Australia (Ref. 1). The
problems for the crew began when the autopilot with a range of aircraft system failure indications during the cruise.
While the crew was evaluating the situation, the aircraft abruptly pitched nose-down and descended 650 ft. After
returning the aircraft to 37,000 ft, the crew commenced actions to deal with multiple failure messages. A second
uncommanded pitch-down event occurred, and the aircraft lost 400 ft. The crew made an emergency broadcast to
air traffic control diverted to make a successful landing. The initial report into the incident indicates that, at the time
the autopilot disconnected, there was a fault with the inertial reference (IR) part of the air data inertial reference unit
(ADIRU) number 1.
A key theme in this paper is that recent applications of redundancy have increased the complexity of avionics. This
presents considerable barriers to accident investigators who must piece together the complex events and contributory
factors that led towards an adverse event. For this reason, we use Events and Causal Factors (ECF) diagrams to
provide an overview of the case study incident. This approach helps to map key areas of the many pages of text that
are used in the official reports of the two case studies. ECF diagrams were originally developed by the US
Department of Energy. It is important to stress, however, that this is only one of several different notations that
might be used to provide a similar overview (Ref. 3). The focus here is less on the technique used for the analysis
than on the role that redundancy played in the causes of potential accidents (Ref. 4).
Figure 1 illustrates the initial events leading to the first case study incident. As can be seen, the upset is believed to
have been triggered by a discrepancy between channels of PRIM1 – this is the first of three flight control primary
computers. The PRIMs help to ensure that the aircraft remains within a ‘safe’ flight envelope by automatically
monitoring and commanding control surface movements. In normal operation, one of these three PRIMs acts as a
master sending commands to the others that execute them using servo-controls. This illustrates the level of
redundancy in complex avionics systems because each of the three redundant PRIMs can be allocated to receive
input from the redundant ADIRU architectures describe above. At the start of the incident, PRIM1 was acting as the
master when the discrepancy was detected; this led to the disconnection of autopilot 1 and the inertial reference
system function of ADIRU 1 began to indicate ‘Fail’. ADIRU 2 and ADIRU 3 seem to operate normally throughout
the flight.
A second key theme in this paper is that partly as a consequence of the engineering complexity of redundant systems,
it is increasingly difficult for the crews to identify and respond to adverse events. As can be seen from figure 1, the
loss of the autopilot led to an Electronic centralized aircraft monitor (ECAM) warning message and a series of
master caution chimes. The captain then attempted to engage autopilot 2 and then autopilot 1 without success. The
crew confirmed and cleared the message from the ECAM but were then presented with a NAV IR1 FAULT message.
Meanwhile, the airspeed and altitude readings on the captain’s primary flight display provided fluctuating and, at

times, contradictory information with stall and over-speed warnings. Uncertainty over the indications on his own
display led the Captain to rely on standby instrumentation and then to use the First Officer’s Primary Flight Display.
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Figure 2 — Initial Problems Affecting a Flight Control Primary Computer (PRIM1)
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Figure 3 — Second Event and Temporary Solutions

Figure 3 extends the initial analysis from the previous ECF diagram to consider subsequent events and also to
analyze factors that affected the reliability of the Captain’s Primary Flight Display. As can be seen, the Captain’s
Primary Flight Display usually presented data from ADIRU 1, following the presentation of the NAV IR1 FAULT;
the source of data was switched to Inertial Reference unit 3 on ADIRU 3. However, this did not automatically
switch the source for Air Data References, which continued to be ADIRU 1. This illustrates the complexity of
interaction with redundant systems as crews struggle to ensure that they receive data from a reliable source without
knowing for sure which of the alternate ADIRU’s is providing reliable information. The problems with the Captain’s
Primary Flight Display could not be resolved before a second uncommanded pitch down. The uncertainty created by
crew interaction with their redundant systems was exacerbated by the way in which the master flight control primary
computer was switched from PRIM1 to PRIM 2 following the first pitch down event. The subsequent indication of
a fault on PRIM 3 then triggered a further change in the master from PRIM 2 back to PRIM 1 and it was only in
subsequent discussions with the operator's maintenance watch unit in Sydney, while the flight was still in the air that
the crew decided to switch off PRIM 3. At the time of writing this paper, there is continued uncertainty over the
precise ways in which interactions between these different layers of redundancy, between the ADIRUs and the
PRIMs, contributed to the symptoms that faced the crew during this incident.
Case Study Two: B777 In-flight Interruption
The second incident occurred during August 2005 and involved a Boeing Company 777-200 aircraft on an
international passenger flight from Australia to Malaysia. As with the A330, this resulted in a significant upset
while flying on autopilot. The Australian Transport Safety Bureau’s investigation again focused on the role of the
ADIRU. Although the units were made by a different manufacturer and had a different architecture, as explained in
the opening sections, both case incidents were exacerbated by the use of redundancy that is intended to mitigate the
impact of failure in safety critical systems. The anomaly in the B-777 had existed in original versions of the ADIRU
software, and had not been detected in the testing and certification process for the unit.
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Figure 4 — Deferred Maintenance on Fault Tolerant ADIRU’s
The opening sections of this paper described how designers of the B777 ADIRU enabled aircraft operators to
continue flying and defer maintenance even after a failure had been logged against a fault containment area. Figure

4 shows how an initial failure of accelerometer number 5 in 2001 triggered a maintenance message for the on-board
maintenance computer; this was known as an ADIRU MM 34-20010 event. Such messages could be read by
maintenance teams using a ground-based terminal. However, these messages were not directly visible to the crew.
Some ADIRU events can, however, be displayed in-flight on the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System
(EICAS). If such an in-flight warning occurs, then the ADIRU must be replaced with a serviceable unit within three
days. As can be seen in Figure 4, the crew did not receive such a warning following the 2001 accelerometer failure
and so the ADIRU was not replaced. The aircraft manufacturer noted that: “the ADIRU can be dispatched with MM
34-20010 present until such time that the operator deems it prudent to remove the ADIRU to avoid a schedule
interruption due to occurrence of the ADIRU Status message. The decision to remove the ADIRU based on the
presence of MM 34-20010 only is made by the operators on an economic basis, not a safety basis” (Ref. 2, p.8).
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Figure 5 — Fault Masking, Redundancy and the Impact on Crew Interaction
Figure 5 shows how ADIRU software was developed to check the status of critical components and to allow the unit
to continue operation if minimum criteria for the availability of FCAs were met. The implementation of this
requirement was flawed in early versions of the code. However, up to version v-03 this problem was mitigated by
additional checks in other areas of the application. A renewed requirement to improve shop repair capability led to
the flaw being exposed again in OPS v-04. The OPS software up to and including v-07, therefore, contained a bug
such that after a power cycle the ADIRU would not recognize that accelerometer number 5 was unserviceable.
Figure5 also denotes how a maintenance message was generated following the 2001 fault on accelerometer number
5. However, the fault status was not checked by the ADIRU following a power up for the reasons presented
previously. This combination of events led to use of data from the failed accelerometer when a further fault was
detected in 2005 with accelerometer number 6.
Figure 5 illustrates key similarities between the A330 and the B-777 incidents. The masking of redundant failures
undermined the ability of human operators to diagnose and respond to the problems that confronted them. As can
be seen, in the following ECF diagram the crew of the B-777 was faced with incorrect underspeed then over-speed
condition warnings as well as slip/skid indicator for full right indication following the failure of accelerometer
number 6. At the same time, correct indications were presented for the pitch and roll values on the primary flight
display. Standby equipment was also unaffected by the fault. The crew was, therefore, unsure which of the
instruments to trust. Their uncertainty was exacerbated by design decisions that stemmed from the underlying
philosophy of marking redundant failures during continued operations, mentioned in previous sections. The pilot
was faced with a situation that designers had not considered to be possible. The auto throttle system remained
active and the underspeed/over-speed warnings suggested that the malfunction may have been related to these

functions. In consequence, the pilot attempted to disconnect the autothrottle by pressing the thrust lever disconnect
switch and pushing the autothrottle engage switch to toggle it off. However, these attempts were ineffective because
the crew failed to switch the autothrottle arm switch from ARMED to OFF. In consequence, the autothrottle
continued to increase thrust in response to the low-speed data that was erroneously being supplied from the ADIRU
and the fault accelerometer.
Conclusions and Further Work
Redundancy continues to provide significant benefits to the engineering and operation of complex, safety-critical
systems. However, this paper has used two recent incidents to illustrate potential hazards as static and dynamic
techniques are being extended to support multiple levels of redundancy. The A330 mishap shows that crews may not
be able to easily determine the source of a problem or conversely to identify reliable data sources when multiple
redundant processing units, such as PRIM 1 to 3, call on data from multiple redundant sources, specifically ADIRU
1 to 3, each of which provides access to multiple duplicated components. We have also used the case study
incidents to illustrate concerns about ‘self healing’ systems in which redundancy is used to justify increased
maintenance intervals as routine operations are conducted in the presence of failed components. Again, hazards
focus on human interaction with complex redundant architectures – in this case maintenance teams must identify
failed components when they are eventually able to work on an application. If they do not correct faults then there is
a danger that they will continue to be masked from the crew until further failures eventually undermine redundant
architectures.
Afterword
Since writing the initial draft of this paper, a further incident has occurred. The autopilot of an A330 again
disconnected with a NAV IR 1 Fault ECAM message denoting a problem with ADIRU Number 1. In this incident
the crew followed the advice that the manufacturer issued following the first case study in this paper; the crew
selected the IR 1 push-button to OFF and the ADR 1 push-button to OFF and landed successfully. The ATSB
interim press release states; “It is very early in the investigation and too soon to draw any conclusions as to specific
causal factors involved in this incident. As it appears to be a similar event to a previous event involving an A330
aircraft (AO-2008-070 on 7 Oct 2008) it will be included as part of the earlier investigation” (Ref. 5). It would
appear that the crew was able to benefit from the lessons learned in the previous incident; however, it is also clear
that we have further lessons to learn in the application of advanced redundancy techniques for safety-critical
software.
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